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hand‐arm manipulation. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC711 711
FINANCIAL ACC 
CONCEPTS I       ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC712 712
FINANCIAL ACC 













SYSTE         ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC731 731
CONTEMPORA
RY THEORY         ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC732 732
RISK ANALYSIS 












PLANNING         ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC739 739
PROFESSIONAL 
STANDARDS       ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC753 753
INTERNATION












pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ACC780 780
SPECIAL 
TOPICS IN ACC   ACC ACCOUNTANCY               3
Titles vary.  Seminar in accounting 














FABRICS              AED ART EDUCATION             4 GR L Lab
Fall 2005 AED624 624 WEAVING           AED ART EDUCATION             4 GR L Lab








































































master teachers.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AED641 641
ART APPREC 




ART ED            AED ART EDUCATION             3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AED731 731
THEORIES AND 




TALENT          AED ART EDUCATION             1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AED752 752
RESEARCH ART 
ED                   AED ART EDUCATION             4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AED770 770
INDEPENDENT 





















PUB SCH             AED ART EDUCATION             4 GR   Lecture


































































































































MY                ANT ANATOMY                      8
Detailed microanatomy of human 
cells, tissues, and organ systems. 3 




MY LAB            ANT ANATOMY                      0
Detailed microanatomy of human 
cells, tissues, and organ systems. 3 













































































































































ART HISTORY     ART ART                          1 Titles vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ART605 605
STUDIES IN 









CRITICISM          ART ART                          4
Historical surveys and intensive 







































time. Titles vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ART615 615
NINETEENTH 




time. Titles vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ART616 616
STUDIES 20TH 




time. Titles vary. GR   Lecture





drawing are examined.  GR L Lab




imagery. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 ART649 649 PAINTING           ART ART                          4 GR L Lab
Fall 2005 ART658 658
PHOTOGRAPH




work with faculty supervision. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 ART666 666
PRINTMAKING: 





















lithography.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 ART669 669
PRINTMAKING: 





screenprinting. GR L Lab






















































































included.  May be repeated. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AT 723 723
ART MEDIA IN 







settings. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 AT 723 723
ART MEDIA IN 







settings. GR L Lab



































































































































































































repeated. GR S Seminar






























































































































































































weekend trips and written report.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO608 608
WRITING IN 



































interactions.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 BIO612 612
AQUATIC 









































hour recitation.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO616 616
ECOTOXICOLO



















sets. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO625 625
MICROBIAL 
















































characterization.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO632 632
RISK 
























































































































































































parasites of humans. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 BIO680 680
BIOLOGY OF 









Y                      BIO BIOLOGY                      3
Introduction to the factors 
affecting the distribution of plants 






























effective instruction.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO701 701
SELECTED 
































study. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO728 728
PHOTOBIOLOG
Y                      BIO BIOLOGY                      3 Selected topics in photobiology. GR   Lecture
















































LAB          BIO BIOLOGY                      0 GR L Lab
Fall 2005 BIO789 789
CONTINUING 














SEMINAR            BIO BIOLOGY                      1 Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 BIO899 899
GRAD 








































































































proteins. GR   Lecture













































































































































































Fall 2005 BMB777 777 GENE THERAPY BMB
BIOCHEM & 


















































































































biological/artificial organ design. GR L Lab









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fall 2005 BME899 899 THESIS                BME
BIOMEDICAL 














and symmetric matrices.  GR   Lecture
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of membrane proteins.  GR   Lecture


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































hours lecture, 2 hours lab.  GR L Lab

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lab.  GR   Lecture



























lecture, 2 hours lab.  GR   Lecture







































compressors.  GR L Lab
























robot programming languages.  GR L Lab


























































































































































Fall 2005 CEG799 799 THESIS                CEG
COMPUTER 































































































































































analytical data.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM514 514
QUANTITATIVE 







































lecture, 4 hour lab.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CHM535 535
INSTRUMENTA


















material presented in CHM 535.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CHM545 545
ADV ORG SYN 




















































LAB I          CHM CHEMISTRY                    3
Experimental methods of physical 




LAB II         CHM CHEMISTRY                    3
Experimental methods of physical 











occurring engineering materials.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM588 588
INDEPENDENT 









































































































































































































SYNTHESIS LAB  CHM CHEMISTRY                    1
Laboratory illustrations of CHM 
661 lecture material and 



















hours lecture, 4 hours lab.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CHM679 679
MATERIALS 










































inorganic compounds.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM730 730
INSTRUMENTA








































chemical systems.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM751 751
CHEMICAL 











































analytical reagents.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM789 789
CONTINUING 
REGISTRATION  CHM CHEMISTRY                    1 GR I
Independe
nt Study









































natural products. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CHM850 850
QUANTUM 

















































































OL         CLS CLASSICS                     4
Political problems of the ancient 
world; law and legal systems; and 









pedagogy. Titles vary. GR S Seminar
Fall 2005 CMH601 601
BIOSTATISTICS 








data for machine analysis. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CMH602 602
BIOSTATISTICS 






bioassays, and sequential analysis.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CMH621 621
EPIDEMIOLOG










measurements. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CMH622 622
EPIDEMIOLOG










































































































































































































seminars and on‐site experiences.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CMH789 789
CONTINUING 






























































































discussed. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL755 755
CAMPUS 
ECOLOGY            CNL COUNSELING                   4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL761 761
PSYCHOMETRI









































interagency cooperation.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL766 766
OCCUPAT & ED 





























































teacher collaboration).  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL770 770
INDEP STUDY 






































agencies. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CNL779 779
MARRIAGE&FA

















































playing situations. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL829 829
INTERNSHIP IN 






















































































































pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture

























































process.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL951 951
CLIN ASSESS IN 






















































and human sexuality. Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CNL961 961
COUNSELING 

















































T              COM COMMUNICATION         4
The development of speech and 













































interpersonal style.  GR   Lecture






counseling interviewing situations. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 COM645 645
CONFERENCE 








































































































REGULATI         COM COMMUNICATION         4
Includes the study of laws and 













ION           COM COMMUNICATION         4
Examination of special topics in 
the various areas of speech 















































































































































databases. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CS 605 605
CASE STUDIES 



















problems, dynamic programming.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CS 609 609
PRINCIPLES OF 










2 hours lab.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CS 610 610
THEORY OF 

















































































































































































































hours lab.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CS 712 712
ADV TOPICS IN 















































































































































































































implementation.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 CS 780 780
COMP DESIGN 
















































































lab.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 CS 795 795
INDEPENDENT 

























































































































































MECHANICS       DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG505 505
MGT OF ENGR 
SYSTEMS I          DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG506 506
SOLID STATE 
DEVICES              DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG507 507
ELECTROMAG
















I         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture




T             DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG519 519
OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH II       DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG520 520
POWDER 
METALLURGY    DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG521 521
OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH I        DAG DAGSI                        1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG522 522
HUMAN INFO 
PROCESSING      DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG523 523
OPTIMIZATION 
I                    DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG524 524
COMPUTER 
NETWORK          DAG DAGSI                        1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG527 527
INTRO TO 
PROBABILITY     DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG529 529
DYNA & CNTRL 
OF FLT VHL        DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture




DEVELOP         DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG533 533
COMPUTER 




SYSTEM         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG535 535
PARTIAL DIFF 
EQUATION         DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG536 536
HIGH TEMP 




TY              DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG539 539
THEORY OF 




LS              DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG541 541
PRODUCTION 
ENGINEERING   DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG542 542
ADVANCED 
COMPOSITES     DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG543 543
LINEAR 
MODELS             DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG544 544
DATA 








ANALY I            DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG547 547
STAT FOR 




STABLTY          DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG549 549
EXP MECH ‐ 




ANALY II           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG552 552
ELEC MACH & 
CONTROL           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG555 555
SYSTEM 
DYNAMICS I       DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG556 556
NUMERICAL 
ANALYSIS           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG560 560
COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS          DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG561 561
DIGITAL 
SIGNAL PROC I  DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG562 562
QUALITY 
ASSURANCE       DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG563 563
IMAGE 
PROCESSING      DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG565 565
LINEAR 








CONDITION        DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG571 571
SATELLITE 
COMM                DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG572 572
COMPUTER 
NETWORKING   DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG574 574 INTRO TO AI      DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG575 575
FATG & FRAC‐
MTLS & ALLOY  DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG576 576
FRACTURE&FA
TIGUE II              DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG577 577
INTRO‐EXPERT 












GRAPHICS         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG583 583
FOURIER 




SYSTMS         DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG585 585
INTRO TO 




CONTROL         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG588 588
MECH MFG 




CNTRL           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG590 590
SELECTED 
READING            DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG591 591
PROBABILITY & 
STATISTICS         DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG592 592
OO ANALYSIS 
& DESIGN           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG593 593
PROGRAMMIN
G STRUCTURES DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG595 595
SPECIAL 
PROBLEMS         DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG596 596
INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT TECH    DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG599 599
THEORY OF 
PROBABILITY     DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG600 600 ELASITICITY        DAG DAGSI                        4 GR Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG601 601
COMPLEX 








II            DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG607 607
CALCULUS OF 
VARIATIONS      DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG611 611
INTRO PARTIAL 
















REC         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG622 622
INTRODTRY 
HYPERSONICS    DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG625 625 ANTENNAS I      DAG DAGSI                        4 GR Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG631 631
ADVANCED 












DEVICES          DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG642 642
OPTIMIZATION 
CONTROL           DAG DAGSI                        4.5 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG645 645
DECISION 




IMPLEMENTAT  DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture




NETWORK          DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG656 656
PARALLEL 












SITE STRU         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG663 663
STAT PATTERN 












TECH         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG680 680
MULTI DIM SIG 








CHEMISTRY        DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG687 687
MTH/RELIABILI








ARCH          DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG694 694
DESIGN OF 












THEORY         DAG DAGSI                        2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG700 700
SEM IN REMTE 
SENS‐COM SYS  DAG DAGSI                        1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG717 717
ELECTRONIC 
DEVICE TECH     DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG721 721 INELASTICITY     DAG DAGSI                        3 GR Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG723 723
ADVANCED 




CONTROL           DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG726 726
TELE‐
ROBOTICS          DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG751 751
FIN DIF METH 









NETWORKS        DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG765 765
STOCHASTIC 












GRAPHICS          DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG790 790
PARALLEL 












ACTION         DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG898 898
SPECIAL 
STUDY/EE           DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DAG899 899
SPECIAL 
TOPICS/CSCE     DAG DAGSI                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DMV500 500
DMV 




I             DMV DMV CONSORTIUM       4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 DMV625 625
ENVIRONMEN
























fiscal policy and growth. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 523 523
SURVEY OF 
MICROECON      EC  ECONOMICS                    2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 524 524
SURVEY OF 


















construction. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 625 625
DEVELMNT OF 
EC THOUGHT     EC  ECONOMICS                    3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 631 631
FED FIN AND 















finance, and social safety nets. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 641 641
INTL TRADE & 
































































































of the firm in a global economy.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 723 723
INTERN'L BUS 


























































programs and policies.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EC 777 777
ECONOMIC 
























































































































































































































T                 ED  EDUCATION                    3
Factors that influence growth and 

































reading, and writing.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 607 607
READING AND 























studies computer applications.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 610 610
MC MATH: 




grades 4 through 9. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 611 611
EARLY/MIDDLE 








studied.  GR   Lecture







pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture




























CUR&MAT          ED  EDUCATION                    3
Objectives, principles, and trends 
in elementary social studies 


























































































































majors.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 635 635
SEC ISSUES & 

























MAT            ED  EDUCATION                    3
Curriculum, methods and 
materials in the mathematics of 
grades 7 through 12, part I. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 638 638
ADOLESCENCE 
MATH                  ED  EDUCATION                    3
Curriculum, methods and 
materials in the mathematics of 










































































































































































































































































































differences.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 711 711
FOUNDATN 



















































program. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 721 721
LIT FOR ELEM 
















































teaching affectiveness. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 735 735
OUTDOOR 









relationships. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 736 736
HST OF BOOKS 
FOR CHILD          ED  EDUCATION                    3
International children's literature, 
primarily from the eighteenth 
century to the twentieth century.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 737 737
SURVEY 






















































































































the Community School concept. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 787 787
SCHOOL AND 




educational process. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 789 789
CONTINUING 











































initiating and sustaining change.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ED 818 818
DIAG‐REM IN 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































covered. GR   Lecture



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































vary. GR   Lecture



































































































































































































































































































































































procedures. GR   Lecture














































































































































































































































































































































design plan. GR   Lecture






























































































































































































































































































































































































real‐ me applica ons all 
implemented on a TMS 320C30 














real‐ me applica ons all 
implemented on a TMS 320C30 






















































































































































lecture, 2 hours lab. GR L Lab




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































finite element method. GR   Lecture





















































































compressors. GR L Lab










robot programming languages. GR L Lab


























applied to robotic systems. GR L Lab



































































































































































Fall 2005 EE 899 899 THESIS                 EE 
ELECTRICAL 















































ANALYSIS          EGR ENGINEERING                 4
Exposes students to the design of 
systems and tools for the analysis 










of engineering problems. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EGR704 704
DESIGN 


















applications. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 EGR789 789
CONTINUING 















pass/unsatisfactory. GR   Lecture














WRITING         ENG ENGLISH                      4
Survey of the fundamental 
principles and skills used in 
















investigation. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG547 547
DESKTOP PUB 




























professional writing. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG610 610
STUDIES IN 



















background. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG630 630
LIT, GENDER & 


















to its critical appreciation. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG650 650
STUDIES IN LIT 





























literature. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG670 670
STUDIES IN 





generically. GR   Lecture



































pedagogy, and context. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG681 681
THEORY OF 




















nonnative speakers of English. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG683 683
SOCIOLINGUIS









































































sciences. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG701 701
RESEARCH IN 




















































language. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG710 710
THE CREATIVE 







the creation of original work. GR   Lecture












































writing the studied forms. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 ENG720 720
SEM IN LIT 







literature). Titles vary. GR S Seminar
Fall 2005 ENG721 721
TEACHING LIT 
















































































































computers and composition). GR S Seminar
Fall 2005 ENG789 789
CONTINUING 
































































































for five weeks, 3 hours lecture. GR   Lecture












































































employment supervisor. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 FIN781 781
SPECIAL 
















management.  GR   Lecture
















CIVILIZA         FR  FRENCH                       4
Course content will vary.  Topic 
chosen by instructor.  Conducted 
















































RESEARCH         FR  FRENCH                       1 Independent graduate research. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 FR 651 651
FRENCH 









NOVEL          FR  FRENCH                       4
Chateaubriand, Constant, 
Stendhal, Balzac, Flaubert, Zola, 




BRETON         FR  FRENCH                       4
Symbolists, Decadents, and 
Surrealists. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 FR 654 654
19TH CENTURY 




Huysmans. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 FR 662 662
TWENTIETH 
CENTURY LIT      FR  FRENCH                       4 The novel. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 FR 663 663
20TH CENT LIT: 
DRAMA              FR  FRENCH                       4
Study of modern French theatre 
including: Cocteau, Giraudoux, 












STUDENT         FR  FRENCH                       4
Independent reading for graduate 




STUDENT         FR  FRENCH                       4
Independent reading for graduate 
students. GR   Lecture



















is permitted. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GEO570 570
REGIONAL 
GEOGRAPHY:     GEO GEOGRAPHY                    4
Physical and cultural analysis of 
major and minor world regions. 

















































design of new communities. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GEO630 630
CLIMATOLOGY 






activities. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GEO632 632
CLIMATOLOGY 





















































































content. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 GEO663 663
GEO APPL REM‐







analysis, and planning.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GEO663 663
GEO APPL REM‐







analysis, and planning.  GR L Lab


















































laboratory section. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GEO789 789
CONTINUING 













































Brecht, and others. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GER650 650
IND GRAD 




STUDENTS        GER GERMAN                       4
Independent reading for graduate 
students. Repeatable for up to 12 




STUDENTS        GER GERMAN                       4
Independent reading for graduate 







































































































Geology. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 609 609
ENVIRONMEN














































































LAB          GL  GEOLOGY                      0
Introduction to gravity, magnetic, 
seismic, and electrical methods of 









































LAB           GL  GEOLOGY                      0
Special topics in geophysics. 3 





















































































































































































































































develop over time. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 650 650
HYDROGEOLO












































3 hours lecture, 3 hours lab.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 656 656
ENGINEERING 











T           GL  GEOLOGY                      3
Introduces the basic principles of 
ground water management, 



































































































GY              GL  GEOLOGY                      1
Interactive Remote Instructional 
System (IRIS) program in 














































hours lab.  GR   Lecture








hours lab. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 685 685
STRATIGRAPHY 



























hours lab.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 GL 687 687
SEDIMENTOLO





















































































































































3, C‐14, Cl‐36) will be discussed.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 740 740
SEDIMENTARY 










history of basins.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 GL 740 740
SED BASIN 



















































































R MGT          GL  GEOLOGY                      3
Study of ground water 
management case histories and 


























3 hours lecture, 2 hours lab. GR L Lab
Fall 2005 GL 789 789
CONTINUING 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fall 2005 HFE899 899 HFE THESIS        HFE
HUMAN 
FACTORS/BIOMED 






HEALTH          HLT HEALTH                       1
Topics vary.  Specific titles 
announced in quarterly class 


























































































































































































development. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 HST515 515
HISTORY OF 
FRANCE              HST HISTORY                      4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 HST518 518
MODERN 









































































































HISTORY            HST HISTORY                      4
Examines colonial, revolutionary, 
and early republic periods of 












































































place. Titles vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 HST698 698
HISTORIOGRAP





methods and materials of history. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 HST701 701
SEM IN US HST 
TO 1865             HST HISTORY                      4
May be repeated with content 
changes to a maximum of twelve 










HST         HST HISTORY                      4
May be repeated with content 
change to a maximum of twelve 

























credit hours. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 HST708 708
SEMINAR IN 




































































































MUSEUMS      HST HISTORY                      1
Archivists' and preservationists' 
techniques. Titles vary. Graded 












an oral history project. GR   Lecture


































N             HST HISTORY                      1
Introduces the uses of digital 
electronic records systems in an 



















perspective. GR S Seminar
Fall 2005 HST789 789
CONTINUING 
REGISTRATION  HST HISTORY                      1 GR I
Independe
nt Study



























































































































business. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 LAW695 695
ETHICS OF AN 
IND SOCIETY      LAW LAW/BUSINESS               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 LAW710 710
CORP IN AMER 











































































































































to study each. GR   Lecture
































































































































































ACC          MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA532 532
SURVEY OF 
FINANCE            MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA541 541
SURVEY OF 




T              MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA561 561
SURVEY OF 
MARKETING      MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA570 570
INTRO TO INFO 
TECHNOLOGY   MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA581 581
SUR OF MATH 
FOR BUSINESS   MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA582 582
SURVEY OF 
STATISTICS         MBA MBA                          2 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA680 680
INDEPENDENT 








MANAGERS       MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA723 723
INTERN'L BUS 




MAKING         MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA741 741
LAW REG POL 




ORGAN          MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA753 753
DEV & IMPLE 
ORG COMP        MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA761 761
MARKETING 




ISM               MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA771 771
INFO,TECH & 




DEC.           MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA782 782
MANAGING 
OPERATIONS     MBA MBA                          3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MBA783 783
QUALITY MGT 


































































































































































































































































































































and propulsion concepts.  GR L Lab

































































































































































































































































































































































































































lecture, 2 hours lab.  GR L Lab










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































applications.  GR   Lecture












programming languages. GR   Lecture










robot programming languages. GR L Lab



















































































































































































Fall 2005 ME 899 899 THESIS                ME 
MECHANICAL & 



























































































MGT            MGT MANAGEMENT               3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MGT755 755
HEALTH CARE 
MGT                   MGT MANAGEMENT               3 GR   Lecture


























































REGISTRATION  MGT MANAGEMENT               1 GR I
Independe
nt Study



















































managing networks. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MIS750 750 IS PLANNING     MIS
DEPT INFO SYS & 












































topics. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MKT675 675
ENTREPRENEU

















ANALYSI         MKT MARKETING                    3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MKT708 708
RESEARCH & 
ANALYSIS II        MKT MARKETING                    3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MKT710 710
CONS & INDUS 
BUYER BEHAV   MKT MARKETING                    3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MKT713 713
LOGISTICS 























































AL RETAILING    MKT MARKETING                    3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MKT747 747
INTERNET 




















REGISTRATION  MKT MARKETING                    1 GR I
Independe
nt Study































































































































































applications GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH540 540
HISTORY OF 
























































































































































































































asymptotics. GR   Lecture

























































functions, special functions. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH688 688
INDEPENDENT 
READING            MTH MATHEMATICS               1 Titles vary. GR I
Independe
nt Study






































































and absolute continuity.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH732 732
REAL ANALYSIS 







measure spaces.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH733 733
REAL ANALYSIS 





Fubini's theorem.  GR   Lecture






free groups.  GR   Lecture




theory.  GR   Lecture




and Wedderburn's theorem.  GR   Lecture

















methods.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH789 789
CONTINUING 










TOPICS                MTH MATHEMATICS               1 Selected topics in mathematics. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH800 800
GRAD 
SEMINAR            MTH MATHEMATICS               1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH830 830
TOPICS IN 
ANALYSIS           MTH MATHEMATICS               1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH850 850
TOPICS IN 
ALGEBRA            MTH MATHEMATICS               1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH870 870
TOPICS IN 
GEOMETRY        MTH MATHEMATICS               1 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MTH899 899
GRAD 






















































































































ED           MUS MUSIC                        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MUS702 702
INTRO RES IN 









education. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MUS705 705
CHAMBER 
























































and programming. GR   Lecture






















































on four‐part homophonic writing. GR   Lecture

















Romantic periods. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MUS735 735
ANALYTICAL 
TECH III               MUS MUSIC                        3
Analytical study of representative 
compositions of the twentieth 





















MUS          MUS MUSIC                        3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MUS747 747
BAROQUE 




MUSIC          MUS MUSIC                        3 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 MUS749 749
20TH CENTURY 
MUSIC                MUS MUSIC                        3 GR   Lecture












REGISTRATION  MUS MUSIC                        1 GR I
Independe
nt Study







only. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 NUR617 617
SELECTED 


















































































Titles vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 NUR715 715
INDEPENDENT 























































































































































































































































































































































pass/unsatisfactory. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 NUR764 764
APPL PHARM 


















































































































































































































































































































































glia in pathophysiology.  GR   Lecture


























































































































control and sensory systems.  GR   Lecture

































lung are also discussed. GR   Lecture
































































































































































































system. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHA899 899
PHARMACOLO
GY RESEARCH    PHA PHARMACOLOGY ‐ SC    1 Supervised thesis research.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHA990 990
TOXICOLOGY 








be repeated. GR   Lecture





























































































Machiavelli. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHL632 632
MODERN POL 



























































M                    PHL PHILOSOPHY                   4
Representative writers of the 
existentialist movement. GR   Lecture








Y                      PHL PHILOSOPHY                   4
Origin, certainty, and extent of 
human knowledge GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHL751 751
RESEARCH IN 





























































































































































weeks, 3 hours lecture. GR L Lab
































properties of matter. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY646 646
INT PHY SCI 

















































































particles and interactions.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY671 671
ANALYTICAL 








Lagrange method.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY672 672
ANALYTICAL 








Lagrange method.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY673 673
MATHEMATIC





and thermodynamics. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY674 674
MATHEMATIC





and thermodynamics. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY675 675
MATHEMATIC

































































required. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY710 710
QUANTUM 





atomic and nuclear systems. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY711 711
QUANTUM 





atomic and nuclear systems. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY712 712
QUANTUM 


























Einstein s field equa ons.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY729 729
GENERAL 













































































molecular spectra. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY770 770
SELECTED 






























BBGKY equations. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PHY789 789
CONTINUING 

































and Chinese ideologies. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS523 523
GOVERNMENT 



































process. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS542 542
CIVIL LIBERTIES 







procedures. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS543 543
CIVIL LIBERTIES 





















































































































selected African political systems. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS566 566
POLITICS: THE 









development. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS568 568
POLITICS OF 
VIETNAM            PLS POLITICAL SCIENCE        4
Examines the history, 
demography, politics, culture, and 





























relations, and poverty. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS576 576
PEACE 









































































thought. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS605 605
FEMINIST 
THOUGHT          PLS POLITICAL SCIENCE        4 GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS606 606
GLOB THEORIE 









THEORY          PLS POLITICAL SCIENCE        4
Readings, research, reports, and 
discussion on selected theorists, 

































international level. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS625 625
SEM IN METRO 






research by students. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS627 627
URBAN POLICY 






use of social indicators. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS628 628
CONTEMP AF‐






























vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS633 633
PUBLIC  








and values. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS634 634
POLITICAL 


















crime, and abuse of authority. GR   Lecture























































































implementation. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS647 647
SEM PUB 




































































national and global movements. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PLS670 670
SEM INTERN 
RELATIONS         PLS POLITICAL SCIENCE        4
Readings, research, reports, and 
discussion on selected topics and 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lives and experiences of clients. GR   Lecture








































































































work. GR   Lecture





























legal arena. Titles vary. GR   Lecture


















































couples and families. Titles vary. GR   Lecture



















































































































































































methods. Titles vary.  GR   Lecture





































































































































































work. Titles vary. GR   Lecture

























































































































































































































































supervision. GR   Lecture

























Fall 2005 PSI999 999 INTERNSHIP       PSI
PROFESSIONAL 


































































































applications are compared. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY541 541
DEVELOPMEN










determinants of social behavior. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY561 561
LEARNING & 




and motivation. GR   Lecture




stimuli. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY591 591
PHYSIOLOGICA














































L PSY        PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
(Also listed as BMS 910.) Detailed 
examination of selected areas in 




LRNG      PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Detailed examination of selected 




























PERSON      PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Examination of selected topics in 
personality, including theory, 
























































TAL PSYCH      PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Development of learning and 
cognition in children is covered in 
depth.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY643 643
PSYCHOMETRI









PSYCH         PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Theories and research findings in 
selected topics in industrial 
psychology. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY647 647
PSYCHOLOGY 






















psychology.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY655 655
PSYCHOLINGUI





























MOTIVATION     PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Continued study of conditioning, 
learning, and motivation.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY665 665
INFORMATION 






























































































reviewed. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY702 702
RESRCH DSGN 
&QUANT: II        PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4 Continuation of PSY 701.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY703 703
RESRCH DSGN 

























PSCHOLOGY       PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Application of psychology to 
equipment design and human‐













































































































covered. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY742 742
ORGANIZATIO






































































FACTORS          PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  0
Weekly discussions of topics in 














current theories in learning.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY763 763
ADVANCED 




current theories of motivation.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY766 766
HUMAN INFO 






experimental design.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 PSY771 771 PERCEPTION      PSY PSYCHOLOGY                  4
Selected problems in perception 
with emphasis on theoretical 




















lesions of brain structures.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY776 776
VISUAL 




















































presentations of behavioral data. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY789 789
CONTINUING 















































designs of technological support. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY842 842
WORK 





























efficiency and flexibility. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY862 862
INSTRUCTIONA







































vehicles. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 PSY875 875
PSYCHOACOUS






























































































































































































































































religious perspective.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 REL561 561
RELIGION AND 






























































































present.  GR   Lecture
















traditions of Asian cultures.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 REL656 656
RELIGION IN 







literary traditions. GR   Lecture






















leaders.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 REL687 687
EVOLUTION, 
REL & ETHICS     REL RELIGION                     4
Introduction to the biological, 
philosophical, theological, and 
ethical aspects of evolution GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 REL693 693
SEMINAR IN 
RELIGION           REL RELIGION                     4 Topics vary.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 REL694 694
EXISTENTIALIS
M                    REL RELIGION                     3
(Also listed as PHL 694.) 
Representative writers of the 




































































































































































various settings are stressed.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 RHB706 706
SPEC TECH CNL 






































explored.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 RHB712 712
INDUSTRIAL 

























pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 RHB716 716
EMPLOYMNT 


















































































































pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture









pass/unsatisfactory.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 RHB801 801
INTERNSHIP I 









pass/unsatisfactory.  GR L Lab
























































































pass/unsatisfactory. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 RUS599 599
STUDIES IN SEL 

























the four basic science areas. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC510 510
SOCIOLOGY OF 






























and research. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC532 532
JUVENILE 









































and aging. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC561 561
RELIGION AND 






































contemporary American society. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC622 622
SOCIOLOGY OF 







society. GR   Lecture




















VIANCE         SOC SOCIOLOGY                    4 Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC641 641
INDUSTRIAL 













discrimination. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC644 644
URBAN 












 What makes a  good  
neighborhood? What makes a 
 good  community? These and 

















justice system. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC661 661
MEDICAL 























aging.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC679 679
TOPICS:SOC 
INSTITUTIONS   SOC SOCIOLOGY                    4 Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC681 681
SOC OF SMALL 








INTERACTN        SOC SOCIOLOGY                    4 Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SOC690 690
DIR STUDIES IN 

























































CENT           SPN SPANISH                      4
Nineteenth‐century prose works 
by Galdos and others. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SPN603 603
ADV STUDIES: 
LANG CIVILIZ      SPN SPANISH                      4 Topics vary. Conducted in Spanish. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SPN611 611
GOLDEN AGE 
DRAMA               SPN SPANISH                      4
Intensive readings of dramas by 
playwrights of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SPN612 612
MODERN 
DRAMA               SPN SPANISH                      4
Intensive readings of dramas by 
playwrights of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SPN621 621
DON QUIXOTE 







































present day. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SPN650 650
IND GRAD 









STUDENTS          SPN SPANISH                      4
Independent reading for graduate 




STUDENTS          SPN SPANISH                      4
Independent reading for Graduate 






























displaying data.  GR L Lab
Fall 2005 STT561 561
APPLIED 

























































randomness. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 STT611 611
APPLIED TIME 






















































































STATISTICS II      STT STATISTICS                   4
Hypothesis testing, linear model, 
and nonparametric methods.  GR   Lecture














































































































































































































and simulated. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SW 599 599
STUDIES IN SEL 





























Y II             SW  SOCIAL WORK                 4
(Also listed as SOC 663.) Explores 
in‐depth concepts and issues 

















































































during social work research. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 SW 694 694
DIR STUDIES 

















of film history. Titles vary.  GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 TH 533 533
STUDIES IN 
FILM GENRE       TH  THEATRE                      3
Intensive study of a film genre 
(e.g., the western, the musical, 


























SUBJECTS         URS URBAN AFFAIRS              4
Deals with problems, approaches, 
and topics in the field of urban 
studies. Topics vary. GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 URS612 612
CITIES AND 








urban development and politics.   GR   Lecture
Fall 2005 URS614 614
URBAN FISCAL 




















































































































































































































































PROJECT            URS URBAN AFFAIRS              4
Research project for the master s 
degree in urban administration. GR   Lecture


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUBJECTS           WMS WOMEN'S STUDIES        4
Problems, approaches and topics 
in the field of women's studies. 
Topics vary. GR I
Independe
nt Study
Fall 2005 WMS699 699
INDEPENDENT 
STUDY                WMS WOMEN'S STUDIES        1
Supervised individual research on 
selected topics. Arranged 
between students and faculty 
member directing the study. GR I
Independe
nt Study
